
Tribe of Naphtali which means "sweetness to me."  Celebrate that any curse is overturned and
things become sweet. 
Eloquent (fluent or persuasive) communication.
Learn to celebrate the ending of certain seasons of your life.  Something new is on the way!
Constellation: Pisces, month of the fishes.  This is the month Jesus told Peter to find the money
to pay his taxes in the mouth of a fish.  You will find your supply in the hidden world. 
You have an identity in the invisible (spiritual) world, not just the natural.  Don't go through
life saying "I just want to be practical."  All that means is that you want to be accepted and
conformed by the world's standards. 
Do not try to be something that you are not.  Demons know the identity that is written on us,
so pursue who that is and what the devil has done to derail you.
What is in your spirit will be reflected physically. 
Letter KUF:  Remove any mask you have been hiding behind so you can enter into the joy of
who you are.  A mask always stops the joy!
Overturn worry this month.  One way is through the release (trust, surrender) of supply.  If
you remove the fretting aspect of your life, you will find supply. 
Laughter, abounding joy, and light entering into darkness; light can permeate the darkness and
barrenness can break!
Root out depression and despair so faith can break through into your thought processes. Take
off the cloak of heaviness and put on your garment of praise.
Giants can produce fear in you and stop your forward movement. Fear wants to keep you from
moving into your fullness of the next season.  
Take authority over and break off all wrong decrees/words spoken over you, and now stop
repeating them.
Stay in pace with God's times and seasons.  The most effective tool the enemy has is to keep us
out of time.  Our times are in God's hands...move supernaturally with HIM!
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Your f ear w i l l laugh!


